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FOURIER VERSUS WAVELETS:
A SIMPLE APPROACH TO LIPSCHITZ REGULARITY

Hugo Aimar and Ana Bernardis

Abstract: We give a very simple proof of the caracterization of Lipschitz regularity of a function by the size of its Haar coefficients.

It is well known that given a real function I periodic with period 27r satisfying
a Lipschitz 0: condition for 0 < 0: ::::; 1, its kth Fourier coefficient is bounded by
Ikl- a . More precisely, the following result holds (see for example Chapter 12 of

[9]).
(A) Let I be a 27r periodic real function satisfying a Lipschitz 0: condition for 0 <

+ h) - I( x ) I : : ;
for every pair of real numbers hand x. Then, there exists a constant C
such thai, for every k E LZ, ICd!ll::::; Clkl- a , where Cd!] = 217r J0271: I(x)e-ikxdx.

0: ::::;

1, i. e., there exists a positive finite constant M such that, II( x

Mlhl a ,

The result is an easy consequence of the fact that J027r e-ikxdx = 0, for k f.
O. Nevertheles, it does not constitute a characterization of Lipschitz 0:. This
fact can easily be observed by t.aking the Fourier coefficients of the char~cteristic
function of a subinterval of [0, 27r]. Moreover there is no way to characterize the
regularity of a function in terms of the size of its Fourier coefficients, this is a
very deep fact implied by the results in the article "Sur les coefficients de Fourier
des fonctions continues" by J.P. Kahane, Y. Katznelson and K. de Leeuw, see
[4]. On the other hand, we can easily obtain an analogous of (A) for the Haar
coefficients. VIe define the Haar coefficients of a locally integrable function I as
Ca,b = JIRJ(X)Ha,b(X)dx, where Ha,b(X) = a- 1 / 2 H( x-;.b), a> 0, bE 1R and H is
the Haar function i.e., H is defined by 1, for
x < 1/2; by -1, for 1/2 ::::; x < 1
and 0 otherwise. More precisely we get the following result

°: :;
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(B) Let f be a Lipschitz a function for 0 < a ::; 1. Then, there exists a constant
C such that ICa,bl ::; Ca l / HOI , for every a > 0 and bE IR.
Proof of (B):

ICa,bl =1 fIR Ha,b(x)f(x)dxl
=a l / 2

11

l

H(u)[f(au

+ b) -

f(b)]dul

::;Ca l / HOI . •
Clearly we have the following general version of (B):

(B') Let ep : IR+ - t IR+ be a non-decreasing function and let f be a function
satisfying a Lipschitz (ep) condition, i.e., there exists a constant C such that If(x)f(y)1 ::; Cep(lx - yl), for every x, y in IR. Then, there exists a constant C such
that

a> 0,

(1)

bE IR.

The aim of this note is to give a very simple proof of the converse of the preceding
result, moreover, we shall prove the Lipschitz ('ljJ) regularity of a function whose
Haar coefficients Ca,b satisfy (1), with 'ljJ(t) = Jot ep(s)/s ds. Notice that if 'ljJ(t) ::;
Cep(t), condition (1) is equivalent to Lipschitz (ep) regularity, which is certainly
the case for ep(t) = t Ol , 0 < a ::; 1: The proof of this converse can be extended
to get a characterization of Lipschitz spaces with some non-isotropic metrics in
higher dimensions.
By using the inversion formula for the .continuous wavelet transform, Holschneidel' and 'I'chamitchian prove in [3] that Lipschitz a regularity of a function is
completely characterized by the size of the wavelet coefficient, see also [2]. The
inversion formula itself relies on the Fourier transform. Nevertheless the notion
of Lipschitz regularity can be naturally extended to metric spaces and generally,
wavelet coefficients can be computed for functions defined on spaces of homogeneous type where Fourier transform is not available. Since the work by Campanato
[1], Meyers [.5], Spanne [6] among others it has become classical the integral characterization of pointwise regular functions such us Lipschitz 0: or more generally
Lipschitz (ep). A simple proof of these facts for one dimension as can be found
in the book [8], can be adapted to give a direct proof of the desired result. The
advent age of this approach is that it can be used to get an analog of this result
fpr some families of non-isotropic dilations in dimension higher than one whithout
an explicit inversion formula.
Let us first observe that the inequality ICa,bl ::; Ca 1 / 2 ep(a) can be.rewritten as

(2)
where I
I~I

=

[b, b +

al,

1-' is the left half of I, 1+ is its right half, m( J)

JJ J($) dx, and IJI is the measure of the interval J.

=
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(3) Theorem: Let ep : IR+

-+

1R+ be a non-decreasing function such that

11

ep(t)/tdt <

00.

Let f be a locally integrable function. If the Haar coefficient8 of f satisfy (1), then
f is Lipschitz (tP), with 1/J(t) =
ep(s)/s ds.

J;

Proof: Let x and y be two real numbers with x < y. Let us now construct two
sequences of subintervals {I;} and {It} of 1= [x,yj in the following way: Tl is
the left half of I and It its right half, I; is the left half of 11' It the right half of
And so, I; is the left half of 1;-1 and It the right half of It-I' Notice now
that

r:.

k

If(x) - f(y)1 slf(x) - m(I;;)1

+L

Im(Ii) - m(Ii-:.. 1 )1

+ Im(Il) -

~(It)1

i=2

k-l

Im(It) - m(I41)1 + Im(It) - f(y)l·
i=1
By an application of (2) with b = x and a = y - x we get that the central term
Im(Il) - m(It) I is bounded by Cep(111). In order to estimate the general term of
the first sum Im(Ii-) - m(Ii-:"I)1 with 2 SiS k, notice that

+L

Im(Ii~) - m(Ii=-I)1 = Im(Ii) - 1/2m(Ii-) - 1/2m(Ii=-1 \ Ii-)I

= 1/2Im(Ii) - m(Ii-:"1 \ Ii)l·

Since r; and 1;"1 \ Ii are contiguous intervals with the same length, we apply (2)
to the last term in the above equality to obtainlm(Ii) - m(Ii-:.. 1 )1 S Cep(IIi=-ll).
In a similar way, we can estimate the general term of the second sum by ep(IIt!).
Therefore
k

·If(x) - f(y)1 slf(x) - m(I;)1

i=2

+ Im(It) -

k-i

+ CLep(IIi=-ll) + Cep(II!) + C"Eep(IItl)
i=l

f(y)1

slf(x) - m(I;)1

+ 2C fep( I~I) + Im(It) -

f(y)l·

i=O

Now by Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem, when k tends to infinity, and the properties on ep we get
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for almost every x and y. So that, after redefining
Lipschitz ('IjJ) function .•

f on a null set, we have a

To ilustrate the applicability of this method to the regularity problem in the
parabolic setting, even when our method applies to more general situation, we
and
shall restrict ourselves to the case of dilations T>..x = eA1og>..x with>' >
A the diagonal matrix with eigenvalues 1 and 2 in two dimensions. Actually
T>..x = ()..Xl,.\2 x2 ), for x = (Xl,X2)' The associated translation invariant metric
p(x) on JR2 is the only solution of IT1/p(x)xl = 1 (see for example [7]). Let us
introduce the following two wavelets in IR?

°

'f/l(X,y) = X(x)H(y)
'f/2(X,y) = H(x)X(y),
where X is the characteristic function of the one dimensional interval [0,1). Performing the usual translations in JR2 and the parabolic dilations induced by A
we get an L2-normalized family of functions 'f/f,b(x) = a- 3 / 2'f/i(T1/ a (x - b») =
a-3/2rJ.f~
~)
for a> 0 and bE JR 2.
'f',
.a
,
a2
,

( 4) Theorem: Let 'P : JR+

--+

m+ be a non- decreasing function such that

11

'{J(t)/tdt <

00.

Let f be a locally integrable fu.nction on JR 2 . Assume that there is a constant C
such that

(5)

a> 0,

then f satzsfie.~ the Lipschitz
C'IjJ(p(x - y)).

N)

bE JR2,

i = 1,2

condition with respect to p, i.e., If(x) - f(y)1 ~

Proof: Let us first notice that the inequalities in (5) can be written as follows

(5.a)
Im(r

(5.b)

X

J) - m(l+

X

J)I ~ C'{J(a),

where 1 and J are two real intervals conforming a parabolic rectangle, i.e. 1112 =
IJI, 1- is the left half of 1, while 1+ is its right half. Similar notation applies
to J. Given x = (Xl, X2) and y = (Yl, Y2) two points in the plane, in order to
estimate If(x) - f(Y)I, we introduce the point z = (Yl, X2) which satisfies both
p(x - z) ~ p(x - y) and p(z - y) ~ p(x - y), so that we look for the following
inequalities

(6)

If(x) -- f(z)1

~

C'IjJ(p(x - z)

and

If(z) - f(Y)1

~

C'IjJ(p(z -

y».
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We shall work out with some detailthe proof of the first inequality in (6) and we
shall only sketch the similar proof of the second. Let us assume that Xl < Yl,
call I = [Xl, Yl]. As in the proof of Theorem 3 we are lead to two subinterval
sequences of I, {Ii-} and {It} with k i = IIi-I = IItl. Let J i = [X2,X2 + (2k i )2],
Ri = Ii x Ji and R; = It X J; for i E IN. For each k E IN we have
k

If(x) - f(z)1 :::;If(x) - m(R;)1

+L

Im(Ri) - m(Ri_l)1

+ Im(R~) -

m(R!)1

;=2
k-l

+L

Im(Rt) - m(R7+1)1

+ Im(Rt) -

f(z)l·

i=l

By ( 5. b) the central term in the right hand side above satisfies the desired bound.
For the general term in each of the sums, for example for Im(Ri) ---'- m(Ri_l)!' we
proceed in the following way: decompose Ri-l into eight equal parabolic rectangles
R l , ... ,Rs with Rl = Ri, so that

Clearly we may assume that the Rj's are indexed in such a way that Rj shares
one side with Rj+l. Now, since
7

Im(Ri) - m(Ri_l)1 :::;

L Im(R

j ) -

m(Rj+l)l,

j==l

we only need to show that each ofthe terms Im(R j )-m(R j + 1 )1 satisfies the desired
inequality. Let us first observe that if R j and R j +1 have a commOll vertical side we
can apply again (5.b). On the other hand, when Rj and Rj+l share a horizontal
side the rectangle defined by the union Rj U R j + l of both is not a parabolic
rectangle, so that we divide both of them in eight equal parabolic rectangle by
dividing only the vertical sides of R j and R j + 1 in eight equal intervals. Let us
write Rr, Ri, ... ,Rr6 to denote these new rectangles and assume that they are
indexed from top to bottom. Hence
S

Im(Rj ) - m(Rj+l)1

= 1/81 L m(R,.) -

16

:L m(Rk)1
k=9

k=l
7

:::; 1/8

L Im(R;_i) - m(R;+i)1
;=0

:::; 1/8
Now,

sin~e

7

2;

i=o

k""O

L L Im(R;-i+k) - m(R;_i+k)l·

each Rj is parabolic, the general term in the last sum can be bounded by

(5.a). Finally, by the Differentiation Theorem, which is still valid in the parabolic
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setting, we may obtain the first inequality in (6). The proof of the second follows
the same lines provided we change the iteration of the diadic decomposition on the
x-axis by the iteration of the procedure of dividing in four equal parts the vertical
intervals containing X2 and Y2' •
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